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The new patented radial tube fan


Whisperblower





    View Details
  



              

           

                            

    

 

        

      


            

  




  
          
        
            

                        
            
                    

		
        
            
            

   
                                
              
              
                  

Optimise growth and maximize yield

the new light generation





    Discover Now!
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The patented filter system

Carbocone – Conical is durable






    See how it works:
  



              

           

                            

    

 

        

      


            

  




  
          
        
            

                        
            
                    

		
        
            
            

   
                                
              
              
                  

HPS, MH & CMH Power

Discover SUNKRAFT





    I wanna see the light!
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	0,00 €
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	155,51 €
	


Best-selling
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	533,79 €
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	589,00 € – 619,00 €
	
	
	
	
		[image: ]		SUNKRAFT HPS 600W PLUS
	

				
	35,38 €
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	225,16 €
	


		






		
	   		
		
		Address and contact

		PRIMA KLIMA TRADING CZ, s.r.o.
Zámostí 594
338 28 Radnice
Czech Republic

Support Telephone:
+420 371 795 340

Support E-Mail:
sales@primaklima.com
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We use cookies on our website to provide you with the best possible experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking "Accept All", you agree to the use of ALL cookies. However, you can access the "Cookie Settings" to give controlled consent.
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